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Abstract
Covariance is a useful property for handling supergravity theories. In this paper, we prove a
covariance property of supergravity field equations: under reasonable conditions, field equations
of supergravity are covariant modulo other field equations. We prove that for any supergravity
there exist such covariant equations of motion, other than the regular equations of motion, that
are equivalent to the latter. The relations that we find between field equations and their covariant
form can be used to obtain multiplets of field equations. In practice, the covariant field equations
are easily found by simply covariantizing the ordinary field equations.
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1 Introduction
A typical supergravity action can easily fill a few lines to an entire page, depending on
the density of notation. From the beginning it was therefore clear there was a need for
new mathematical formalisms that might provide general proofs and properties to simplify
calculations and provide general insight into supergravity. A useful property to simplify
equations is covariance. This property is already quite central in general relativity. The only
quantities that can hold observer-independent meaning are covariant quantities, or tensors,
as they are called in the general relativity framework. The definition of a covariant quantity
was generalised in supergravity to a more general concept. If some quantity is known to be
covariant, its calculation can be tremendously simplified.
For quite some time it has been hypothesised that field equations in supergravity are
(super-)covariant quantities, modulo other field equations.1 This has already been used in [1]
to fix coefficients in the action. However, the straightforward definition of field equations
does in general not lead to covariant equations. Therefore we have analysed the relation
between Euler-Lagrange equations and covariant expressions in general. We will find out
what this relation exactly means and why this is valid. We will prove that under conditions
satisfied for a large class of supergravity theories, there is a set of covariant equations that
have the same solutions as the field equations. Furthermore, this set of covariant equations
of motion can easily be found by covariantizing the Euler-Lagrange equations.
The relations that we find between straightforward field equations and covariant field
equations is useful in the calculation of their supersymmetry transformations and thus for
determining their inclusion in supermultiplets [2]. The multiplets of field equations and
currents are e.g. used in the recently developed localization techniques in supersymmetric
quantum field theories [3–6].
One may confront this research with the superspace approach [7].2 For N = 1, D = 4,
in the superspace book [8], Gates et al. discuss in Sec. 5.3 a ‘Covariant approach to
supergravity’. After introducing convenient formulation in terms of covariant variations
they arrive for this case after long considerations to covariant field equations in Sec.5.3.j. It
is expected but not proven that such a procedure is always possible. An obstacle is the fact
that many formulations in superspace are based on on-shell superfields. Therefore, equations
of motion should be already imposed before deriving Euler-Lagrange equations from an
action.3 One probably needs to define various superspaces: e.g. superspaces extended by
extra coordinates for hypermultiplets [15–19] or based on pure spinors for D = 11 [20, 21].
In most of the superspace formulations constraints determine covariant equations, but they
1‘Field equations’ or ‘equations of motion’ (eom) are used interchangeably. They are the classical Euler-
Lagrange equations derived from a Lagrangian. When we discuss below ‘covariance of field equation’ we
intend the covariance of the expression Ti in the field equation Ti ≈ 0.
2Useful books on superspace methods are [8–10].
3One noteworthy case is IIB supergravity in 10 dimensions [11–13]. The consistent superspace geometry
where only conventional constraints were applied, leads then directly to on-shell supergravity. In this case,
also component formulations starting only from Euler-Lagrange equations of an action are difficult. One way
out is the action based on the Pasti-Sorokin-Tonin mechanism [14], which involves intrinsic nonlinearities
and extra gauge symmetries.
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do not follow from an action principle. Although powerful in principle, it is therefore not
obvious how a general proof of covariant Euler-Lagrange equations in superspace, valid for
all supergravities, can be developed.
The aim of this paper is to develop such a proof based on component formulations. The
action contains non-covariant quantities, but we prove that the equations of motions can
always be made covariant.
We will start in section 2 with examples in N = 1, D = 4 and in D = 11 supergravity.
They illustrate that a lot of technical manipulations are necessary to get from the action to a
covariant form of field equations. Furthermore, we see that for obtaining the covariant field
equation of the Maxwell field one needs to use the field equation of the gaugino, which we
will later explain from the general proof of our theorems. In section 3 we will first mention
a general result on the symmetry transformations of field equations. We discuss this first
for general coordinate transformations and then the other transformations, indicated as
‘standard gauge transformations’. In section 4 we discuss the structure of covariant eom,
first for a typical case with just two fields. This is followed in section 4.4 with the analysis
of the general case leading to the main result of the paper, which is the statement under
which conditions one can construct the covariant set of equations of motion. In section 5
we explain a common structure of supergravity theories that allows to solve these conditions
and explain how the covariant equations are obtained. To conclude we summarize the result
and the conditions under which the theorems apply in section 6.
In appendix A we summarize the rules and definitions of covariant quantities, as they
have been explained in [22]. Appendix B specifies the abstract quantities, used in the general
proofs, for the example of the chiral multiplet.
2 Examples
2.1 Super-Maxwell-Einstein theory
We consider here the coupling of the N = 1 super-Maxwell theory, with gauge field Aµ and
gaugino λ, coupled to supergravity with frame field eaµ and gravitino ψµ. This theory has
been constructed in [23–25]. We will use the notation of [22]. The Lagrangian is
e−1L = 1
2κ2
[
R(ωˆ)− ψ¯µγµνρDνψρ
]− 1
4
F µνFµν − 12 λ¯ /D
(0)
λ+ 1
8
ψ¯µγ
ab
(
Fab + F̂ab
)
γµλ
+ 1
32
ie−1εµνρσψ¯µγνψρλ¯γ∗γσλ+ 364κ
2(λ¯γaγ∗λ)(λ¯γaγ∗λ) . (2.1)
We distinguish here between the spin connection with and without gravitino torsion
ωˆµ
ab =ωµ
ab(e) +Kµ
ab ,
ωµ
ab(e) = 2eν[a∂[µeν]
b] − eν[aeb]σeµc∂νeσc , Kµab = 12 ψ¯µγ[aψb] + 14 ψ¯aγµψb . (2.2)
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This determines R(ωˆ), and
D(0)µ λ =
(
∂µ +
1
4
ωµ
ab(e)γab
)
λ ,
Dνψρ =
(
∂ν +
1
4
ωˆν
abγab
)
ψρ ,
F̂ab =ea
µeb
ν
(
Fµν + ψ¯[µγν]λ
)
, Fµν = 2∂[µAν] . (2.3)
The action is invariant under the local supersymmetry and gauge transformation rules
δeaµ =
1
2
¯γaψµ ,
δψµ =
(
∂µ +
1
4
ωˆµ
abγab + Ξµ
)
 ,
δAµ =− 12 ¯γµλ+ ∂µθ ,
δλ =1
4
γabF̂ab , (2.4)
where Ξµ is the contribution due to the fact that the auxiliary vector field of supergravity is
eliminated:
Ξµ =
1
2
i
(
γµγ
a − 3eaµ
)
γ∗AFa , A
F
a = −i18κ2λ¯γaγ∗λ . (2.5)
Observe that F̂ab is the covariant curvature following the rule in (A.7), since the quantity
MµBA (where B is an unwritten spinor index and A refers to the symmetry with parameter
θ) is by comparison of (2.4) and (A.6)
Mµ = −12γµλ . (2.6)
Following the rule (A.5), a fully covariant derivative of λ is
Dµλ =
(
∂µ +
1
4
ωˆµ
abγab
)
λ− 1
4
γabF̂abψµ . (2.7)
When we calculate the field equation of λ, we have to be careful also with the torsion
terms and obtain
e−1
→
δ S
δλ¯
=− /D(0)λ+ 1
8
γµγab
(
Fab + F̂ab
)
ψµ − 18γ[bψa]ψ¯µγabγµλ
+ 1
16
iγ∗γσλe−1εµνρσψ¯µγνψρ + 316κ
2γaγ∗λλ¯γaγ∗λ . (2.8)
One rewrites this in terms of the covariant object Daλ:
e−1
δS
δλ¯
=− /Dλ+ 1
4
γµKµ
abγabλ− 18γµγab
(
F̂ab − Fab
)
ψµ − 18γ[bψa]ψ¯cγabγcλ
− 1
16
γabcλψ¯aγbψc +
3
16
κ2γaγ∗λλ¯γaγ∗λ
=− /Dλ+ 3
16
κ2γaγ∗λλ¯γaγ∗λ . (2.9)
One needs a Fierz transformation and some γ-matrix manipulations to show that all the
non-covariant terms cancel. If we would have known, we could have saved ourselves a lot of
trouble ...
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Let us then calculate the field equation of the gauge field. The straightforward calculation
gives
δS
δAµ
= ∂ν
(
eFνµ − e12 ψ¯σγνµγσλ
)
= eeaµD
(0)b
(
Fba − 12 ψ¯σγbaγσλ
)
= eeaµD
(0)b
(
F̂ba − 12 ψ¯cγbacλ
)
. (2.10)
In order to know what is DbF̂ba, which we expect in a covariant expression, we have to know
first the supersymmetry transformation of F̂ba. Since we know that the latter should be a
covariant quantity, we can easily obtain from (2.4):
δF̂ab = ¯γ[aDb]λ+ λ¯γ[aΞb] . (2.11)
This implies that the covariant DbF̂ab is of the form
DbF̂ba = DbF̂ba − ψ¯bγ[bDa]λ− λ¯γ[bΞa]ψb . (2.12)
These derivatives have torsion, i.e.
DbF̂ba = D
(0)bF̂ba − 2Kb[acF̂b]c . (2.13)
Furthermore, we see that (2.10) contains the derivative of the gravitino, which should be
part of a covariant curvature
R̂(Q)ab = ea
µeb
νR̂(Q)µν , R̂(Q)µν = 2D[µψν] + 2Ξ[µψν] . (2.14)
Taking all this into account we find after a lot of manipulations
e−1eµa
δS
δAµ
= DbF̂ba − 14 λ¯γbacR̂(Q)
bc
+ 1
2
ψ¯µγ
µ
a
(
/Dλ− 3
16
κ2γdγ∗λλ¯γdγ∗λ
)
. (2.15)
It is clear that the first two terms are covariant while the last term is not, but is proportional
to the eom of λ. Hence we find that not all field equations are covariant, but the non-covariant
part is proportional to a field equation. So we could have written that the field equations
are equivalent to the two covariant equations
− /Dλ+ 3
16
κ2γaγ∗λλ¯γaγ∗λ ≈ 0 ,
DbF̂ba − 1
4
λ¯γbacR̂(Q)
bc ≈ 0 . (2.16)
2.2 Including the auxiliary field
The previous model with the auxiliary field involves a few simple modifications. The action
would have an extra term +1
4
D2 where D is the auxiliary field, which thus has the (covariant)
field equation
D ≈ 0 . (2.17)
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However, since the transformation rules change:
δλ = . . .+ 1
2
iγ∗D , δD = 12 i¯γ∗ /Dλ , (2.18)
the covariant derivative of λ has an extra term
Dµλ = . . .− 12 iγ∗ψµD . (2.19)
Therefore, if we write the field equation of the gaugino in the form (2.9), we have to com-
pensate it with the term in (2.19). Thus, with the full covariant derivative, we write now
− e−1 δS
δλ¯
= /Dλ+ 1
16
γabcλψ¯aγbψc − 316κ2γaγ∗λλ¯γaγ∗λ+ 12 iγµγ∗ψµD . (2.20)
The last term is not covariant, but is proportional to (2.17). The same modification should
be done to (2.15). However, the covariant equations are still (2.16), supplemented with
(2.17).
2.3 The chiral multiplet in supergravity
The coupling of the chiral multiplet to supergravity [24, 26, 27] is another useful example.
In the notation of [22], we consider the superconformal-invariant action of a chiral multiplet
{X, Ω, F} coupled to the Weyl multiplet4 {eaµ, ψµ, Aµ} with a minimal kinetic term and
arbitrary superpotential:
S = [XX¯]D + [W ]F . (2.21)
The (Q and S) supersymmetry transformation laws are
δX =
1√
2
¯PLΩ ,
δPLΩ =
1√
2
PL
(
/DX + F) +√2XPLη ,
δF =
1√
2
¯ /DPLΩ . (2.22)
The covariant derivatives are
DµX =∂µX − iAµX − 1√
2
ψ¯µPLΩ ,
PLDµΩ =PL
[(
∂µ +
1
4
ωˆµ
bcγbc +
1
2
iAµ
)
Ω− 1√
2
(
/DX + F)ψµ −√2Xφµ]
φµ =− γν
(
∂[µ − 32 iA[µγ∗ + 14 ωˆ[µabγab
)
ψν] +
1
6
γµγ
ρν
(
∂ρ − 32 iAργ∗ + 14 ωˆρabγab
)
ψν .
(2.23)
4We already omit here bµ, the gauge field of dilatations, as the standard gauge choice of special conformal
transformations puts it to zero. It could be included, but would not change anything to the discussion.
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We present at once the field equation for the scalar field:
e−1
δS1
δX¯
=2CX +W ′′F¯ − 1
2
W ′′′Ω¯PRΩ
+
1√
2
ψ¯µγ
µ
[
/DPLΩ +W ′′PRΩ + 1√
2
(F +W ′)PRγνψν
]
− 1
2
ψ¯µPLψ
µ
[
F +W ′
]
, (2.24)
Again, several terms have been combined in covariant derivatives (and in the covariant
d’Alembertian). The expression in square brackets in the second line is the field equation of
Ω, while the one in the last line is the field equation of the auxiliary field.
Thus a covariant set of equivalent equations is
2CX +W ′′F¯ − 1
2
W ′′′Ω¯PRΩ ≈ 0 ,
/DPLΩ +W ′′PRΩ ≈ 0 ,
F +W ′ ≈ 0 . (2.25)
2.4 D = 11 supergravity
A very obvious example is D = 11 supergravity, already mentioned in the introduction [1].
This case can not be treated with the off-shell superspace methods of [8]. We will concentrate
on the gravitino field equation. The relevant part of the action is then
S =
1
2κ2
∫
d11x e
[
R(ω) − ψ¯µγµνρDν(12(ω + ωˆ))ψρ
−
√
2
192
ψ¯νM
abcdνρψρ(Fabcd + Fˆabcd) + . . .
]
. (2.26)
We use here various quantities. The matrix quantity is
Mabcdµν = γ
abcd
µν + 12γ
[abec[µe
d]
ν] . (2.27)
For the spin connection, we denote the quantity in (2.2) and
ωµab = ωˆµab +K
(5)
µab , ωˆµab = ωµab(e) +Kµab , K
(5)
µab =
1
8
ψ¯νγ
νρ
µabψρ . (2.28)
If we want to use the 1.5 order formalism, we should work with ωµab. Indeed the variation of
the action w.r.t. the latter is solved by ωµab = 0. However, this quantity has supersymmetry
transformations proportional to the derivative of the supersymmetry parameter , while this
is not the case for ωˆµab.
The 4-form curvature has the covariant version:
Fˆµνρσ = Fµνρσ +
3
2
√
2 ψ¯[µγνρψσ] , Fµνρσ = 4 ∂[µAνρσ] . (2.29)
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The covariant quantity is in fact Fˆabcd, which is covariant under the the transformation rules
δeaµ =
1
2
¯γaψµ ,
δψµ = Dµ(ωˆ)+
√
2
288
NabcdµFˆabcd , N
abcd
µ = γ
abcd
µ − 8e[aµ γbcd] ,
δAµνρ = −3
√
2
4
¯γ[µνψρ] . (2.30)
Note the appearance of the covariant quantities ωˆ and Fˆ in the transformation of the grav-
itino. The matrix quantities M and N are related:
γµνρNabcdµ = −3Mabcdνρ . (2.31)
Due to the difference between the different versions of the spin connection in (2.28), the
field equation of (2.26) for the gravitino looks very complicated:
−κ2e−1
→
δ S
∂ψ¯µ
=γµνρDν(ω(e))ψρ +
1
8
(
γµνργab + γabγµνρ
)
ψρ(K +
1
2
K(5))νab
− 1
64
γµσνabψσ
(
ψ¯τγ
τνρabψρ + 2ψ¯
aγνψb
)
+
√
2
192
[
Mabcdµρψρ(Fabcd + Fˆabcd) +
3
2
√
2γ[bcψd]ψ¯νM
µbcdνρψρ
]
. (2.32)
This does not look covariant. In this case, since the derivative of the gravitino does not appear
in the transformation laws (2.30). The theorems in this paper will prove that therefore (2.32)
should be covariant.5 In fact, the covariant expression should be obtained just by dropping
the non-covariant terms, and thus is
γµνρ
(
Dν(ωˆ)ψρ −
√
2
288
NabcdνψρFˆabcd
)
≈ 0 , (2.33)
A lot of gamma algebra is needed using 3-gravitino Fierz identities (see [28]) to prove that
these two expressions are indeed the same.
3 Basic ingredients
3.1 General result
We will start by deriving an expression for the variation of the eom under a gauge transfor-
mation. We first use the symbolic DeWitt notation [29] in which the indices i on fields {φi}
5After multiplying by a frame field to turn the free index µ into a flat index
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include the spacetime point (and sums over i include integration over spacetime points). The
invariance of the action under infinitesimal transformations δ()φi is then the statement6
δS = (δ()φi)
→
δ S
δφi
= 0 . (3.1)
The field equations are
Si ≈ 0 , Si ≡
→
δ S
δφi
. (3.2)
The gauge transformation of the expression in the field equation is thus
δ()Si =(δ()φ
j)
→
δ Si
δφj
= (δ()φj)
→
δ
δφj
→
δ
δφi
S
=
→
δ
δφi
(δ()φj) →δ
δφj
S
− →δ
δφi
(
(δ()φj)
) →δ
δφj
S = −
→
δ
δφi
(
(δ()φj)
) →δ
δφj
S , (3.3)
using the invariance of the action (3.1). To determine whether a field equation is ‘covariant’,
we have to determine whether this transformation contains a derivative on a parameter. This
can not be seen from this compact notation. We now have to make the spacetime dependence
explicit. We thus write φi(x) (and thus the index i does not contain the spacetime dependence
anymore):
δ()Si(x) = −
∫
d4y
→
δ
δφi(x)
(
δ()φj(y)
) →δ S
δφj(y)
. (3.4)
We assume that the transformation of fields can depend locally on fields or on derivative of
fields, such that
→
δ
δφi(x)
(
δ()φj(y)
)
=
→
∂ (δ()φj(y))
∂φi(y)
δ(x− y) +
→
∂ (δ()φj(y))
∂∂µφi(y)
∂yµδ(x− y) . (3.5)
Therefore, after a partial integration
δ()Si(x) = −∂(δ()φ
j(x))
∂φi(x)
Sj(x) + ∂µ
(
∂(δ()φj(x))
∂∂µφi(x)
Sj(x)
)
. (3.6)
Si is covariant if the right-hand side does not contain spacetime derivatives on the parameters.
This expression shows that the covariance or non-covariance of the field equations depends
entirely on the field variations, not for example on the specific form of the Lagrangian.
We will use the terminology ‘non-covariant terms’ to denote terms that explicitly depend
on differentiated gauge parameters. A priori the non-covariant terms in (3.6) may reside in
either term. However it will turn out only the second term is of importance once we’ve taken
care of general coordinate transformations in the following subsection.
6The derivative with respect to fermionic fields is taken from the left.
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3.2 General coordinate transformations
Under general coordinate transformations a field transforms only in itself. E.g. for scalar
fields we have
δgct(ξ)φ = ξ
µ∂µφ . (3.7)
In (3.6), the second term thus leads to a derivative of the parameter, and we get
δgct(ξ)Si = ∂µ(ξ
µSi) . (3.8)
Using the inverse frame field with
δgct(ξ)e
−1 = ξµ∂µe−1 − e−1∂µξµ , (3.9)
it is clear that for a scalar field the field equation that is covariant for general coordinate
transformations is
Tcov = e
−1 δS
δφ
≈ 0 , δgctTcov = ξµ∂µTcov . (3.10)
We already silently applied this in the examples in section 2. This covariantization for
general covariant transformations with e−1 applies for all field equations. However, we have
to do more for non-scalar fields under general coordinate transformations.
Fields with a space-time index like Aµ in section 2.1 transform with a product of a field
and the differentiated gauge parameter of translations:
δgctA
µ = ξν∂νA
µ − Aν∂νξµ . (3.11)
The non-covariance due to the first term is removed like for the scalar field by including the
e−1 in the field equation, but the second term in (3.11) leads according to the first term
in (3.6) also to derivatives on the parameter ξµ, obtaining the transformation of a vector
quantity:
Tµ ≡ e−1 δS
δAµ
, δgctTµ = ξ
ν∂νTµ + (∂µξ
ν)Tν . (3.12)
It is easy to show that these terms are canceled by multiplying field equations by frame fields
to turn them into coordinate scalars as in (2.15). We thus define as field equation for vectors
Ta = e
−1eµa
δS
δAµ
. (3.13)
It is clear how to generalize this for other ‘form fields’ like antisymmetric gauge tensors
Aµν , . . ..
Observe that despite the fact that Tµ is not covariant, it does not transform with a space-
time derivative on parameters of standard gauge transformations. However, it transforms
with naked gravitinos under supersymmetry:
δTµ =
1
2
¯γaψµTa + e
a
µδTa , (3.14)
and the last term transforms as a covariant field.
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Since these rules to obtain coordinate scalars are clear and well-known, we will not write
this explicit for every field below. We will use the indication Ti to denote the gct-covariant
form of the field equation Si, which thus contains e.g. the multiplication with e
−1. We
will further discuss only the ‘standard gauge transformations’, i.e. all gauge transformations
excluding general covariant transformations.
3.3 Standard gauge transformations
Having treated the general coordinate transformations, we now consider standard gauge
transformations. We discuss the field equations that are already written as a scalar for gct,
i.e. as in (3.10) or (3.13). The theories that we consider contain the following fields, in
general denoted by {φi}:
Frame field: eaµ, already used for the gct-covariantization.
Gauge fields: fields transforming under standard gauge transformations with a derivative
on a parameter, but that term in the transformation does not contain other fields, e.g.
δAµ = ∂µθ + . . . or δAµν = 2∂[µθν]. These will be denoted by Bµ
A.
Covariant fields: transforming without a derivative on the parameters. These will be
denoted by Φi.
A general field that fits in either of the above categories will be denoted as in previous
subsections, by φi. We got to (3.6) for the transformations of field equations. In the first
term there are no derivatives on the parameter for standard gauge transformations. Indeed,
δ()φj can contain derivatives on the parameter if φj is a gauge field, but this term is not
dependent on other fields. Hence, it is the second term in (3.6) that gives rise to non-covariant
terms.
Therefore we can already draw the important conclusion in rule 1:
Rule 1
Assuming that transformation laws depend on fields and their spacetime derivatives,
and that the set of fields contains ‘covariant fields’ and ‘gauge fields’, the latter having
a transformation law as in (A.1), then (for the gct covariant form of the eom):
The equation of motion of a field φi is NOT covariant
⇔
There is a field φj that has a derivative on φi in its symmetry variation.
In field theories like the standard model, the gauge transformation laws of the fields do
not contain derivatives on other fields, and hence we do not find the situation described
above. Therefore all field equations in such theories are covariant. However, in supergravity
fields do often transform with a derivative of another field, and therefore the title of this
12
paper contains ‘supergravity’ despite the fact that in this general theorem we did not use
any particular property of supersymmetry.
We assumed that the symmetry transformations of fields contain at most first order
derivatives on (other) fields. The putative non-covariance of field equations originate from
the part of the transformations containing these derivatives, which we can parametrize as7
AHAi
µj =
→
∂δ()φj
∂(∂µφi)
. (3.15)
Thus, the non-covariance of these field equations is due to the term (see (3.6))
δ()Ti = (∂µ
A)HAi
µjTj + . . . . (3.16)
4 Covariant equations of motion
Rule 1 tells us exactly which field equations are already covariant and which aren’t. In
this section we prove that, under suitable conditions that are satisfied in supergravity due
to a dimension counting, covariant field equations can exist that are equivalent to the field
equations. In the next section, we will then show how to construct the covariant field
equations, and we show that they are also easy to find. Readers only interested in the result
can skip immediately to the box at the end of section 5.2.
4.1 A preview
If in (3.16), the H and the T in the right-hand side are covariant, the solution would be
Θi = Ti −BµAHAiµjTj = Ti −BµAHAiµjΘj . (4.1)
We can use this also for obtaining the transformation of field equations
δΘi =
[
δTi − BMµBAHAiµjTj
]cov
, (4.2)
The indication [· · · ]cov means that the expression is covariantized: all derivatives on matter
fields are replaced by covariant derivatives, and gauge fields occur in covariant derivatives of
covariant curvatures. Further, M is the covariant part of the transformation of the gauge
field, see (A.6) or for more details [22, (11.69)]. For N = 1, D = 4 the gravitino has such
transformations due to the conformal S-supersymmetry transformations δψµ = −γµη, or
the corresponding transformations after gauge fixing to Poincare´ supergravity. For extended
supersymmetry or theories in higher dimension, there are more such terms.
What we thus look for is a generalization of this procedure. There are two issues:
1. We need an order of the field equations such that when we consider the field equation
of φi, the field equations of the φj that appear in HAi
µj are already covariantized.
7We always take care of the order of quantities in products such that the formulas are applicable for
fermionic fields and parameters. The derivatives with respect to fermionic fields are taken from the left.
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2. Possibly the H are not covariant. This means that gauge fields appear in H outside of
covariant derivatives or curvatures.
As a first example we present a toy model for which we solve the first problem and the
second does not appear.
4.2 Toy model: first example
A common case is that the transformations of fields is of the form
δ()φi = AAA
i(φ) + ∂µφ
j AHAj
µi(φ) + ∂µ
ARA
µi , (4.3)
where RA
µi is just a non-zero constant for the gauge fields as in (A.1), i.e. for this gauge
field φi = Bµ
A and thus RB
νA
µ = δ
A
Bδ
ν
µ. This setup is thus of the form described at the end
of the previous section. The simplification is that the dependence of the transformations
on ∂µφ is linear and H is assumed to be covariant. Hence, (3.16) gives the ‘non-covariant’
transformations of the field equations.
Consider the example in section 2.1. The field λ does not appear with spacetime deriva-
tives in transformations rules. Therefore we have already
Θ(λ) = T (λ) , (4.4)
and indeed we saw that the (gct corrected) field equation is covariant.
On the other hand Aµ appears in Fab in the transformation of λ:
δλα = −1
2
(γµν)αβ
β∂µAν . (4.5)
Note that we use here explicit spinor indices with the conventions as in [22, Sec. 3.2.2]. In
particular, λα are the components of λ¯. We put the indices up in order to compare with the
abstract notation. The set φi now contains λα and Aµ. We underline indices when they are
values of the index i. Further the index for the symmetry A is here the spinor index of the
supersymmetry parameter α.
Thus the non-zero component of HAi
µj corresponding to (4.5) is
Hαν
µβ = −1
2
(γµν)α
β . (4.6)
This does not contain gauge fields and is covariant. Using (4.6) in (4.1), we find
Θν = Tν +
1
2
ψαµ(γ
µ
ν)α
βTβ . (4.7)
Thus the last term in (2.15) cancels, and one remains with (2.16) after going to coordinate
scalars as explained in section 3.2.
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4.3 Order of eom in supersymmetry.
We consider here the typical case of supersymmetry, and leave a more abstract and general
treatment to section 5. The parameter of supersymmetry has mass dimension8 [] = −1/2.
We will now consider the typical case where [HAi
µj] ≥ 0. This includes the usual case where
fields have no negative dimension and only zero-dimension fields appear in denominators of
transformation rules.
The mass dimensions of the expression (3.15) must be consistent, which implies
[φj] = [HAi
µj] + [φi] + [A] + 1 > [φi] for HAi
µj 6= 0 and [HAiµj] ≥ 0 . (4.8)
Therefore there is a natural order starting with the highest dimension fields. If φi are the
highest dimension fields then there are no fields φj satisfying (4.8). Hence
Θi = Ti for the highest dimension fields. (4.9)
We will further order the fields according to decreasing mass dimensions: for fields φj and
φi with [φj] ≥ [φi] the order should be such that j < i. Hence with this order the non-zero
coefficients of H appear only for j < i, and HAi
µj is strictly triangular. Using this order we
will construct the covariant Θi of the form
Θi = Ti − hijΘj , (4.10)
where the coefficients hi
j are field-dependent and different from zero only for i > j, such
that this construction can be done perturbatively. This solves for the supersymmetry case
the first problem mentioned at the end of section 4.1.
4.4 General case
We now show that a solution to the second problem can be found. Our aim is to construct
covariant Θi of the general form
Θi = gi
jTj , (4.11)
If the Θi are to be covariant alternatives to the Ti, this matrix gi
j should be invertible. This
will be further discussed in section 5.1. We will assume this property for now. The covariance
property is the statement that in δΘi derivatives of the parameters should cancel. They
appear from the non-covariant part of the transformations of Ti as in (3.16), and possibly
from the non-covariance of gi
j. Notice how δTi has terms proportional to the parameter and
first derivatives of the parameter, no higher order derivatives as can be verified in (3.16).
Then δgi
j should also depend only on the gauge parameter and its first derivatives. Because
of this we will only need to study cancelation of terms proportional to a ∂µ
A in Θi. To this
end we introduce following operator on such a function f :
DµAf ≡
→
∂
∂∂µA
δ()f . (4.12)
8[A] denotes the mass dimension of A.
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This operator acts as a derivative, satisfying for example graded distributivity. As an exam-
ple (3.16) can be written as
DµATi = HAi
µjTj . (4.13)
Because δΘi contains only terms proportional to the parameter and first derivatives of the
parameter, the property of covariance can be imposed by requiring
DµAΘi = 0 , (4.14)
and solving this for gi
j. To do this we now discuss several ways to evaluate DµA on functions.
We assumed that the symmetry transformations depend on the fields φi and their deriva-
tives ∂µφ
i. We will find solutions where the other functions, such as gi
j, also depend on
{φi, ∂µφi}. If we split the fields in covariant fields we have thus functions of the form
f
(
Φi, ∂µΦ
i, Bν
A, rµν
A, ∂(µBν)
A
)
, rµν
A ≡ 2∂[µBν]A . (4.15)
We have split the derivatives of the gauge fields in an antisymmetric and a symmetric part.
In transformations of f only the last entry leads to second derivatives on the parameters. If
f is a covariant quantity there should thus not be a dependence on the last entry. We will
avoid such second derivatives in general by assuming that also other functions, as gi
j do not
depend on that symmetric derivative, which is equivalent to assuming δgi
j has only terms
proportional to the gauge parameter and its first derivatives. We thus have e.g.
∂f
∂∂µBνA
= 2
∂f
∂rµνA
. (4.16)
In this basis, using the basic transformations (A.4) and (A.6), we can identify the way
in which first derivatives on the symmetry parameters appear in the transformation of a
function f , leading to
DµAf
(
Φi, ∂µΦ
i, Bν
A, rµν
A
)
= RA
i
→
∂f
∂∂µΦi
+
→
∂f
∂BµA
+ 2(Bν
CfCA
B +MνAB)
→
∂f
∂rµνB
. (4.17)
In a more compact notation, we use all fields {φi} = {Φi, BAµ }, and write their symmetry
transformations as
δ()φi(x) = A(x)RA
i(φ, ∂φ)(x) + ∂µ
A(x)RA
µi , (4.18)
where RA
i(φ, ∂φ) is a local function of fields and its derivatives, and just as in (4.3) RA
µi is
constant and is non-zero only if φi(x) is a gauge field. This leads to
DµAf(φ
i, ∂µφ
i) = RA
i
→
∂f
∂∂µφi
+
→
∂f
∂BµA
. (4.19)
We can also introduce a basis of the functions that simplifies the evaluation of (4.12).
Therefore, we express the function f using a basis containing the covariant objects (A.5)
and (A.7) and BAµ
f˜
(
Φi, DµΦi, BνA, RˆµνA
)
= f
(
Φi, ∂µΦ
i, Bν
A, rµν
A
)
. (4.20)
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Then transformations proportional to ∂µ
A appear only by the dependence on Bµ
A:
DµAf =
→
∂
∂BµA
f˜
(
Φi, DµΦi, BνA, RˆµνA
)
, (4.21)
which shows explicitly that DµA is a derivative.
We summarize the different ways to evaluate DAµ in the following box:
Non-covariant part of a function of fields and first derivatives of fields.
The non covariant part of the variation of a function f
(
Φi, ∂µΦ
i, Bν
A, rµν
A
)
is given
by
DµAf
(
Φi, ∂µΦ
i, Bν
A, rµν
A
)
= RA
i
→
∂f
∂∂µφi
+
→
∂f
∂BµA
,
= RA
i
→
∂f
∂∂µΦi
+
→
∂f
∂BµA
+ 2(Bν
CfCA
B +MνAB)
→
∂f
∂rµνB
.
(4.22)
or in a covariant basis, using (4.20),
DµAf
(
Φi, ∂µΦ
i, Bν
A, rµν
A
)
=
→
∂
∂BµA
f˜
(
Φi, DµΦi, BνA, RˆµνA
)
. (4.23)
The requirement of covariance of Θi is thus
9
0 = DµAΘi = D
µ
A
(
gi
jTj
)
=
(
DµAgi
j + (−)A(i+j)gijHAjµk
)
Tk , (4.24)
where we used (4.13). If this has to vanish for generic Tk, we get a differential equation.
Constructing covariant field equations.
A covariant field equation can be found if one can solve
DµAgi
k = −(−)A(i+j)gijHAjµk = −(−)AigijHjAµk , (4.25)
for the invertible matrices gi
j. They determine the covariant Θi in (4.11).
In order to restrict the number of sign factors we used in the last expression in (4.25) a
different notation for the function H defined in (3.15)
HjA
µi = (−)jAHAjµi =
→
∂RA
i(φ, ∂φ)
∂∂µφj
. (4.26)
9Sign factors appear in order to move DµA to the left: (−)A(i+j). This is a minus sign if the symmetry A
is fermionic and the fields indexed by i and j have opposite statistics.
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We can derive an integrability condition for (4.25) from the super-commutativity of the DµA:
DµAD
µ
B − (−)ABDµBDµA = 0 , (4.27)
which can readily be verified from (4.12) or (4.21). Using (4.25) and the invertibility of gi
j
we can rewrite the left-hand side of (4.27), and require that it still vanishes. This gives us
the condition (more details of the derivation will be given below):
IiBA
νµk − (−)ABIiABµνk = 0 , (4.28)
where
IiBA
νµk ≡ HiBνjHjAµk − (−)iBDνBHiAµk . (4.29)
There is an aesthetic way to arrive at this condition. We can interpret (4.25) as an algebraic
equation for covariant derivatives on the space of matrices that are functions of fields.10 We
define for a super-matrix where the coefficients fi
j have statistics (−)f+i+j
LµA(f)i
j ≡ DµAfik + (−)A(f+i+j)fijHAjµk = DµAfik + (−)A(f+i)fijHjAµk . (4.30)
The right-hand side is for each (µA) a new matrix with elements with statistics (−)A+i+j.
E.g., the components of gi
j have statistics (−)i+j, which is thus a ‘bosonic’ supermatrix and
the equation to solve, (4.25), can be written as
LµA(g) = 0 . (4.31)
One might consider this equation as the statement of covariant constancy of the matrices g
for the derivatives DµA, interpreting the HAi
µj as one-form (indices (Aµ)) matrices (indices
i, j). Covariantly constant objects can only exist in spaces without curvature, we should
thus verify this is indeed the case. The operators LµA can define a curvature:
11
LνB L
µ
A(f) =L
ν
B
(
DµAfi
k + (−)AifijHjAµk
)
=DνBD
µ
Afi
k + (−)AiDνB
(
fi
jHjA
µk
)
+ (−)B(A+i) (DµAfi` + (−)AifijHjAµ`)H`Bνk .
(4.32)
Therefore
LνB L
µ
A(f)− (−)ABLµA LνB(f) = −(−)(A+B)ifij
[
IjBA
νµk − (−)ABIjABµνk
]
, (4.33)
and so we find that the condition of vanishing of the curvature and the integrability condition
derived in (4.28) are equivalent, as of course they should be.
10Readers that get confused by the sign factors may at first put all these statistics factors to 0 (bosonic),
and then notice that the sign factors only appear when the order of fermionic indices has been modified.
11We assume here that fi
j has statistics (−)i+j , as is the case for gij and thus LµAfij has statistics
(−)A+i+j . Taking the opposite statistics for f leads to minus signs that cancel when the two L operators
are moved to the right of f .
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We now show that this integrability condition is indeed satisfied using two pieces of
information. Firstly we found a general equality (A.15) for DνBHiA
µk in appendix A using
that covariant fields have covariant field variations and that the variation of a gauge field
has a well defined non-covariant part. When we use this in (4.29), we find
IiBA
νµk = HiB
νjHjA
µk +HiB
µjHjA
νk . (4.34)
Hence, this expression is now symmetric in (µν).
A second equation can be obtained from a consistency requirement on the commutator of
transformations. We consider the commutator relation of two transformations on φk. Since
the transformations contain only first order derivatives, double spacetime derivative on the
fields can only be obtained in the part of the transformation where each δ() provides a
derivative:
[δ(1), δ(2)] δφ
k = . . .+ A2 ∂µ
(
B1 RB
j
) →∂RAk
∂∂µφj
− (1↔ 2)
= . . .+ A2 
B
1 ∂µ∂νφ
i
→
∂RB
j
∂∂νφi
∂RA
k
→
∂∂µφj
− (1↔ 2)
= . . .+ A2 
B
1 ∂µ∂νφ
iHiB
νjHjA
µk − (1↔ 2)
= . . .+ 1
2
A2 
B
1 (∂µ∂νφ
i)IiBA
νµk − (1↔ 2) . (4.35)
No second derivatives should appear in this commutator if either
1. There is a closed algebra with structure functions that do not depend on second deriva-
tives.
2. The algebra is closed modulo field equations that are first order in spacetime derivatives
(which is usually the case for fermion eom’s.).
In these cases, which are very common in supergravity, the absence of the second derivatives
implies that the integrability condition (4.28) is satisfied. This implies that a solution to
(4.25) is possible. If there is then an invertible gi
j that solves (4.25) we can conclude that a
set of equivalent, covariant field equations Θi = 0 exists. We start the following section by
determining the necessary property for the Θi to be equivalent to the Ti. Or in other words,
the necessary properties for gi
j to be invertible. We then explicitly construct a solution to
(4.25) and show that this property is satisfied.
5 Structure of convenient supergravity theories
In the previous section we could use the dimension of fields to find an order in which the field
equations are covariantized. In the first part of this section we will considering this ordering
problem in general and show when there can be problems in this part of the procedure. In
the second part we will explicitly construct the covariant equations.
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5.1 Invertibility condition
We now describe a numbering of the fields giving the order in which their field equations will
be covariantized. We assume that there are n0 fields whose field equations Ti are already
covariant. These are thus the fields that do not appear with derivatives in any transformation
law, and therefore δ()Ti has no derivatives on gauge parameters. We number these as Ti
with i = 1, . . . , n0. The fields for which (δ()Tj)|T1=T2=···=Tn0=0 has no derivatives on gauge
parameters, are numbered from n0 + 1 to n1. The fields for which (δ()Tj)|T1=T2=···=Tn1=0
have no derivatives on gauge parameters, are numbered from n1 + 1 to n2, and so on. If all
fields can be renumbered in this way, the on-shell field configurations can be described as{
φj
∣∣∣∣Ti = 0} ={φj∣∣∣∣T1 = 0 ; T2 = 0 ; . . . ; Tn0 = 0}
∩
{
φj
∣∣∣∣Tn0+1∣∣T1=···=Tn0=0 = 0 ; . . . ; Tn1∣∣T1=···=Tn0=0 = 0
}
∩
{
φj
∣∣∣∣Tn1+1∣∣T1=···=Tn1=0 = 0 ; . . . ; Tn2∣∣T1=···=Tn1=0 = 0
}
∩ . . . .
(5.1)
Here and further we use
Ti|Tj=0 = {Ti restricted to field configurations that satisfy Tj = 0} . (5.2)
If this renumbering can be done, we will look for the covariant expressions Θi in this order,
such that for all i, they are equivalent to the Ti modulo the already considered field equations:
Θi
∣∣
T1=···=Ti−1=0 = Ti
∣∣
T1=···=Ti−1=0 . (5.3)
Note that it’s impossible to find a Θi that is covariant and satisfies this relation if
(δ()Ti)
∣∣
T1=···=Ti−1=0 has derivatives on gauge parameters.
The equality (5.1) states that for every i we have to consider the field equations only
modulo the previous ones. Then, if we were able to find covariant Θi, we can apply (5.3){
φj
∣∣∣∣Ti = 0} ={φj∣∣∣∣Ti∣∣T1=···=Ti−1=0 = 0
}
=
{
φj
∣∣∣∣Θi∣∣T1=···=Ti−1=0 = 0
}
=
{
φj
∣∣∣∣Θi = 0} ,
(5.4)
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where the last equality holds because Θ1 = T1 , and further by induction.
12 Thus the Θi
have the same solutions as the original Ti.
Notice how in the basis of renumbered fields all matrices HAi
µj are strictly triangular (in
i and j). Indeed, (3.16) says that in order that Ti|Tk<i=0 should be covariant, we should have
HAi
µj = 0 for j ≥ i. This then implies by the definition of H in (3.15) that a field φj cannot
transform into a derivative of a field φi with j ≥ i.
How could this renumbering fail? If the transformation of a field contains the derivative
of the same field (i = j above), we cannot continue here. This is the case for general
coordinate transformations, but we treated these already in section 3.2. Further, this can
only happen if there is a sort of ‘loop’ in the field variations of the following form: Ta
transforms covariantly on field configurations satisfying Tb = 0, and Tb transforms covariantly
on field configurations satisfying Ta = 0. Or in other words δφ
a and δφb contain terms with
∂µφ
b and ∂µφ
a respectively. It is clear that renumbering these fields as described above
should result in new indices for the fields a′ and b′ that must satisfy both b′ > a′ and a′ > b′.
The renumbering can therefore not be done. This poses a problem because{
φj
∣∣∣∣Ta = 0;Tb = 0} 6= {φj∣∣∣∣Ta∣∣Tb=0 = 0;Tb∣∣Ta=0 = 0
}
. (5.6)
So though we may find covariant Θa and Θb satisfying
Θa
∣∣
Tb=0
= Ta
∣∣
Tb=0
and Θb
∣∣
Ta=0
= Tb
∣∣
Ta=0
, (5.7)
they will not (necessarily) satisfy{
φj
∣∣∣∣Ta = 0;Tb = 0} = {φj∣∣∣∣Θa = 0; Θb = 0} . (5.8)
What would however be true is the following{
φj
∣∣∣∣Ta = 0;Tb = 0} = {φj∣∣∣∣Ta = 0; Θb = 0} . (5.9)
So in the case of this specific loop structure, we could replace a system of two non-covariant
eom by a system of one covariant and one non-covariant eom.13 This type of loop structure
12As an illustration we work this out for a system with three fields:{
φj
∣∣∣∣T1 = 0; Θ2∣∣T1=0 = 0; Θ3∣∣T1=T2=0 = 0
}
=
{
φj
∣∣∣∣T1 = 0; Θ2 = 0; Θ3∣∣T1=T2=0 = 0
}
=
{
φj
∣∣∣∣T1 = 0; Θ2 = 0; Θ3∣∣T1=T2|T1=0=0 = 0
}
=
{
φj
∣∣∣∣T1 = 0; Θ2 = 0; Θ3∣∣T1=Θ2|T1=0=0 = 0
}
=
{
φj
∣∣∣∣T1 = 0; Θ2 = 0; Θ3∣∣T1=Θ2=0 = 0
}
=
{
φj
∣∣∣∣T1 = 0; Θ2 = 0; Θ3 = 0} .
(5.5)
13As a side remark we mention that we expect that in general the minimal number of non-covariant eom,
is exactly the number of ‘independent loops’ in the field variations. We have not worked this out in more
detail
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can be traced back to a non-triangularity property of HAi
µj: it is a fundamental property of
the field variations.
We conclude with this box:
Invertibility of gi
j
All HAi
µj are simultaneously strictly triangularizable in i and j by means of a
permutation transformation on the fields
⇒ (5.10)
gi
j can be assumed to be invertible.
This property of HAi
µj can be easily verified for supersymmetry as discussed in section
4.3, making use of the dimension of the fields.
If all HAi
µj have mass dimension ≥ 0 in supersymmetry, gij can be assumed to be
invertible.
5.2 Constructing the covariant equations of motion
We will find now a general solution to the condition (4.31). We found a first order solution
in (4.1) for the case that H is covariant. Observe that the definition (4.30) implies for f = .
LµA( )i
j = (−)AiHiAµj = HAiµj . (5.11)
Therefore the solution (4.1) can be written as
Θi = Ti −BµALµA( )ijTj , i.e. g1 = −BµALµA( ) . (5.12)
In that case, H was covariant, and thus DµBHAi
µj = 0 and with (A.15) we find that also
LνBL
µ
A( ) = 0 . (5.13)
If this is not so, we will need higher order terms in the gauge fields Bµ
A in order to build
the covariant field equation Θi. We will therefore solve (4.25) perturbatively:
gi
j =
∑
χ=0
(gχ)i
j , (g0)i
j = δi
j , (5.14)
and thus find a covariant field equation
Θi = Ti +
∑
χ=1
(gχ)i
jTj , (5.15)
where χ counts the power in the gauge fields. We consider now how LµA acts on products of
gauge fields BBν and other matrices f
ν
Bi
j. The definition implies
LµA
(
BBν f
ν
Bi
j
)
= fµAi
j + (−)ABBBν LµAf νBij . (5.16)
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We can therefore make following ansatz for a perturbative solution of (4.31):
gχ =
(−1)χ
χ!
BB1µ1 B
B2
µ2
· · ·BBχµχ LµχBχ · · ·Lµ2B2Lµ1B1 , (5.17)
where it is understood that the g0 = , and g1 is as in (5.12). Indeed, repetitive use of (5.16)
gives
LµA(gχ) =
(−1)χ
(χ− 1)!B
B2
µ2
· · ·BBχµχ LµχBχ · · ·Lµ2B2LµA
+ (−)A(B1+...+Bχ) (−1)
χ
χ!
BB1µ1 B
B2
µ2
· · ·BBχµχ LµALµχBχ · · ·Lµ2B2Lµ1B1 . (5.18)
Using on the last term the graded commutation relation of the operators L as in (4.33) with
(4.28), we can write this as
LµA(gχ) = −gχ−1LµA + gχLµA . (5.19)
Summing over χ readily proves that (5.14) with (5.17) solves the requirement (4.31) LµAg = 0.
Looking at (5.15), we can make two important observations. Firstly it is clear from
(5.17) that all (gχ)i
j are proportional to at least χ free gauge fields. Therefore the covariant
expression Θi in (5.15) is obtained from Ti by covariantizing all non-covariant expressions
appearing in this field equation. This means removing all terms with free gauge fields and
replacing all derivatives with covariant derivatives and curvatures.
Secondly we can verify that Θi = 0 has the same solutions as Ti = 0 by demonstrating
that (5.3) holds. Assume we have renumbered our fields as described in section 5.1 and that
all HAi
µj are strictly triangular (in i and j). Then (5.17) tells us that (g− )ij is also strictly
triangular. It follows that
Θi
∣∣
T1=T2=···=Ti−1=0 =
(
Ti +
∑
χ>0
(gχ)i
jTj
)∣∣∣
T1=T2=···=Ti−1=0
= Ti
∣∣
T1=T2=···=Ti−1=0 . (5.20)
Due to the analysis of section 5.1 this finally shows gi
j is invertible.
We summarize this in the following box, which is our main, self-contained, result:
Rule 2
If the non-closure functions depend only on fields and first order derivatives of fields
and the HAi
µj can be made strictly triangulara, we can find covariant Θi = 0 with
the same solutions as the eom. One can find these Θi by assuming covariance while
calculating δS/δφi. b
aThis is true for supersymmetry if (but not only if) [HAi
µj ] ≥ 0 for all HAiµj .
bOne should also multiply with e−1 and contract with the correct number of frame fields to
covariantize w.r.t. g.c.t.
We show how such a solution is obtained in the example of section 2.3 in appendix B.
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6 Conclusions
We have considered a rather general type of supergravity theories as summarized at the end
of section 3. We first derived a general result for the variation of field equations in (3.6). We
used this to study the suspected property that field equations should be covariant modulo
other field equations. In sections 4 and 5.1 we found the conditions for the field equations
to indeed have this property. We found that (4.28) should be satisfied and the H’s should
be triangulable in sections 4 and 5.1 respectively. We then found that these conditions are
satisfied if (but not only if) the non-closure functions depend only on fields and first deriva-
tives of fields14 and if there is no field whose field variation contains a differentiated field of
greater mass dimension. These two conditions hold true for most imaginable supergravities,
and so in most cases the field equations are covariant modulo other field equations.
In section 5.2 we found that for supergravities satisfying the above described criterion
have a set of covariant equations with the same solutions as the equations of motion. These
can be easily found by covariantizing the field equations. Reconstructing the equations of
motion from these covariant expressions is done by (5.14) and (5.17). An example of this
procedure can be found in appendix B.
Supergravity actions are often very long expressions, and tricks to simplify the expres-
sions for the equations of motion are welcome. One of these important tricks is covariance,
which has been used by many authors. We have proven theorems to support the covariance
arguments. These can be used in many common supergravity actions. In the 40 years of
supergravity, the structure of supergravity actions have become more and more general. It
is therefore important to know what the conditions are under which these covariance tricks
can be applied. This paper contributed to this knowledge. We expect that in the future
when more general actions and transformations will be considered, these theorems can still
be generalized.
Our methods are also useful for the calculation of the supersymmetry transformations of
field equations. The results of this paper show that covariant field equations can be used,
for which the calculation of the transformations is easier. This is applied in [2], where this
method is summarized in appendix D, to construct current multiplets. For these properties
the first order corrections (g1) in (5.12) are needed, as we have seen also in (4.2).
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A Covariant quantities
In this appendix we summarize some statements on covariant quantities developed in [30,
31, 22]. The setup that we consider is a theory with gauge symmetries, which we split
in general coordinate transformations (gct), with parameter ξµ(x) and a set of other gauge
transformations, labeled with an index A, and with parameters A(x). The latter are denoted
as ‘standard gauge symmetries’. In general, we assume that gauge transformations of fields
contain at most first derivatives on parameters and other fields.
Let us start with a definition:
Definition of a covariant quantity
A covariant quantity is a local function that transforms under all local symmetries
with no spacetime derivatives of a transformation parameter.
Considering first the gct. The definition already implies that an object with a local index
µ cannot be a covariant quantity, since in its gct, e.g. δgctAµ = ξ
ν∂νAµ + (∂µξ
ν)Aν , there is
a term with a derivative acting on the parameter ξν . Thus, covariant quantities should be
coordinate scalars.
The set of fields in the theories that we consider contains the frame field eµ
a(x), which
is the gauge field of gct, gauge fields Bµ
A(x) and covariant fields Φi(x). We do not consider
here p-form gauge fields and corresponding (p− 1)-form symmetries, though we believe that
theories with p-forms also satisfy the theorems derived in this paper. However, their inclusion
in the formulation of the general structures would make this formalism more heavy.
The gauge fields Bµ
A(x) are defined as the fields that transform as
δBµ
A = ∂µ
A + terms without spacetime derivatives on the parameters. (A.1)
Often, the set of fields {Φi, eµa, BµA} is an over-complete basis. Indeed, some gauge sym-
metries are gauged by composites of other fields. Examples are the Lorentz transformations,
which are gauged by the spin connection ωµ
ab(e, . . .), the S-supersymmetry and the special
conformal transformations in the superconformal group, which are also gauged by composite
fields.
Clearly, a gauge field is not a covariant quantity. We assume that all other fields {Φi} in
the basis of fields are covariant fields. This assumption is reasonable. Indeed, if we would
have other fields that are not covariant, which means that they would transform as
δ()Φi = (∂µ
A)SA
µi(φ) + . . . , (A.2)
then we could consider the field
Φ′i = Φi −BµASAµi(φ) (A.3)
in our basis of sets of fields. At least if RA
µi(φ) does not contain gauge fields, this field
Φ′i is covariant. If RAµi(φ) would contain gauge fields, then a similar procedure is possible
modifying the factor in the second term of (A.3) or adding more correction terms.
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We can define covariant derivatives of covariant fields, and covariant curvatures of gauge
fields. The transformation of a covariant quantity Φ(x), under the standard gauge symme-
tries is of the form
δ()Φi(x) = A(x)RA
i(φ, ∂φ)(x) , (A.4)
where RA
i(φ, ∂φ) is a local function of fields and its derivatives. We can define a covariant
derivative of a covariant quantity as follows:
Definition of the covariant derivative
If Φ is a covariant quantity, its covariant derivative is given by
DaΦ = eµaDµΦ , DµΦ = (∂µ − δ(Bµ)) Φ = ∂µΦ(x)−BµA(x)RA(x) . (A.5)
where δ(Bµ)Φ should be interpreted as the rule (A.4) with the gauge parameters 
A
replaced by Bµ
A.
Transformations of gauge fields in supersymmetry can have other terms than in Yang-
Mills theory:
δ()Bµ
A = ∂µ
A + CBµ
BfBC
A + BMµBA . (A.6)
Here we assume that MaBA = eaµMµBA is a covariant quantity. If it would not, then
it would contain gauge fields, and we could include it in the term with fBC
A. Such M-
terms may originate from a nonzero commutator between translations and symmetry B to
symmetry A. If translations would have been included in the sum over B in the second term,
this would lead to a term proportional to eµ
b. The latter is not included in the set {BµB},
and thus this part of the transformation of Bµ
A is included inMµBA. Another frequent case
is that there are non-gauge fields in the supersymmetry-multiplet of the gauge fields. This is
the case in our example of section 2.1 since the transformation of the gauge field Aµ contains
the gaugino λ, see (2.4) and (2.6).
With these definitions we can construct a covariant curvature R̂ab
A:
Definition of covariant curvatures
The covariant curvature R̂ab
A of BAµ is defined as
R̂ab
A = ea
µeb
νR̂µν
A , R̂µν
A = ∂µBν
A−∂νBµA+BνCBµBfBCA−2BB[µMν]BA . (A.7)
A useful change of basis of transformations is to consider covariant general coordinate
transformations (cgct), rather than gct. This is explained in detail in [22, Sec. 11.3.2]. They
are defined as a combination of gct and other gauge transformations:
δcgct(ξ) = δgct(ξ)− δ(ξµBµ). (A.8)
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They act on the different fields as
δcgct(ξ)φ =ξ
aDaφ ,
δcgct(ξ)Bµ
A =ξν
(
R̂νµ
A −BµBMνBA
)
,
δcgct(ξ)e
a
µ =∂µξ
a + ξcBµ
BfBc
a − ξνRµνa , (A.9)
where in the last equation an index a on structure functions indicates the non-zero commu-
tator between translations and other standard gauge transformations like Lorentz rotations
([TB, Pc] = fBc
aPa). The last term of (A.9) contains the curvature of translations, which
often is put to zero as second-order formulation for the spin connection, which is defined in
this way in function of other fields.
These cgct thus have only a derivative on the parameter for their gauge field eµ
a. Gct
appear in commutators of standard gauge transformations in the form of cgct, and thus
(also) don’t have a derivative on the parameters when applied to covariant fields and gauge
fields Bµ
A.
One further property is valid for elementary covariant fields (not necessary for a function
thereof that is general covariant)
Transformation of covariant elementary field is covariant
If Φi is a covariant matter field and the algebra contains no derivatives on parameters:
δ()Φi is a covariant quantity.
To prove this property, we use that the commutator of local symmetry transformations
on these fields should not lead to derivatives on the parameter. The algebra is symbolically
written as15
[δ(1), δ(2)] Φ
i = δ(3)Φ
i + B2 
A
1 η
i
BA , 
A
3 = 
B
2 
C
1 fCB
A , (A.10)
where ηiBA are the non-closure functions (which should be proportional to field equations)
and fAB
C are the structure functions. We assume that there is no spacetime derivative on
the parameters 1 and 2, as is usually the case.
We thus start from the transformation of Φi under 2, and since Φ
i is covariant:
δ(2)Φ
i = A2RA
i(φ, ∂φ, . . .) , (A.11)
does not contain a derivative on the parameter 2. Hence in δ(1)δ(2)Φ
i there are no
spacetime derivatives on 2. Since there are also no such derivatives in what should come
out of the commutator, i.e. (A.10), there should not be derivatives on 2 when calculating
δ(2)δ(1)Φ
i. Thus RA
i should be a covariant quantity.
We now consider this requirement explicitly. Following (4.19) this is
DνBRA
i = RB
jHjA
νi +
→
∂RA
i
∂BνB
= 0 . (A.12)
15In the commutator of standard gauge transformations (like two supersymmetries) cgct can appear. The
remark after (A.9) that cgct only lead to derivatives on the parameter when applied to the frame field is
thus relevant here. Derivatives on the parameters do not appear when cgct are applied to fields Φi and Bµ
A.
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When we take the derivative w.r.t. ∂µφ
k of (A.12), we get
HkB
µjHjA
νi + (−)(B+j)kRBj
→
∂HjA
νi
∂∂µφk
+ (−)Bk
→
∂HkA
µi
∂BνB
= 0 . (A.13)
Since HjA
νi is defined as a derivative of RiA w.r.t. ∂νφ
j, the expression in the second term
satisfies →
∂HjA
νi
∂∂µφk
= (−)jk
→
∂HkA
µi
∂∂νφj
. (A.14)
Therefore, we can write (A.13) as
HkB
µjHjA
νi + (−)BkDνBHkAµi = 0 . (A.15)
This equation is important for the proof in the main part of the paper.
B Constructing the covariant eom for the chiral mul-
tiplet
To illustrate the abstract quantities and the integrability condition (4.28), we use the example
of section 2.3. We will consider the conformal gauge fields as background, and concentrate
on the fields of the chiral multiplet. Thus, the fields are
{φi} = {X, PLΩα, F} , i = X,α, F . (B.1)
We use again underlined indices to indicate values of i. The transformation that we consider
is supersymmetry, and thus the index A of the abstract notation is here α.
Using the transformation laws (2.22) and the notation (4.26) we find the following non-
zero coefficients HjA
µi, which determine also the elements of (Lµα )i
j, see (5.11):
Hβα
µF =− (Lµα )βF = −
1√
2
(PLγ
µ)βα ,
HXα
µβ =(Lµα )X
β = − 1√
2
(PRγ
µ)α
β ,
HXα
µF =(Lµα )X
F = −1
2
(PRγ
νγµψν)α . (B.2)
Only the last one, HXα
µF , depends on the gauge field and the only non-zero square of
elements of H can be built from HXα
µβHβα
µF . Therefore the only non-vanishing element of
(Lνβ L
µ
α )i
j is according to the definition (4.30)
(Lνβ L
µ
α )X
F =
∂(Lµα )X
F
∂ψβν
− (Lµα )XγHγβνF
= 1
2
(PRγ
νγµ)αβ − 12(PRγµγν)αβ = −(PRγµν)αβ . (B.3)
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This is covariant,16 and thus there are no non-vanishing third powers of L on , and gχ = 0
for χ ≥ 3. We thus find from (5.17) the non-vanishing components of (gχ)ij
g0 = ,
(g1)β
F = −ψαµ(Lµα )βF = −ψαµ
1√
2
(PLγ
µ)βα =
1√
2
(PLγ
µψµ)β ,
(g1)X
β = −ψαµ(Lµα )Xβ = ψαµ
1√
2
(PRγ
µ)α
β =
1√
2
(ψ¯µPRγ
µ)β ,
(g1)X
F = −ψαµ(Lµα )XF = ψαµ
1
2
(PRγ
νγµψν)α =
1
2
ψ¯µPRγ
νγµψν ,
(g2)X
F =
1
2
ψαµψ
β
ν (L
ν
β L
µ
α )X
F =
1
2
ψ¯µPRγ
µνψν . (B.4)
Summing the last two gives
gX
F = 1
2
ψ¯µPRψ
µ . (B.5)
We thus obtain
ΘF = TF ,
Θβ = Tβ +
1√
2
PLγ
µψµTF ,
ΘX = TX +
1√
2
(
ψ¯µPRγ
µ
)β
Tβ +
1
2
ψ¯µPRψ
µTF
= TX +
1√
2
(
ψ¯µPRγ
µ
)β
Θβ − 1
2
ψ¯µPRγ
µνψνTF , (B.6)
which is the structure that we saw in (2.24).
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